Scope of ASTRO’s Journals

- Outcomes research
- Prospective clinical trials
- Large database interrogation
- Critical reviews on timely topics
- Innovative clinical physics
- Imaging and treatment delivery innovations
- Lab studies on tumor physiology, molecular biology and normal tissue radiation response
- Health policy contributions
- Global health

OUT OF SCOPE

*Dosimetry and treatment planning of small patient numbers

- Imaging

- Contouring
- Patient safety
- Quality improvement
- Guidelines, consensus statements, position statements
- Target delineation
- Immobilization
- Maintenance of certification
- Interesting images
- Narrative oncology

- Ethics
- Radiation oncology education
- Professionalism

- Clinical trial reports and re-analyses
- Novel retrospective studies
- Natural history of disease
- Institutional series
- Disparities research
- Systems innovations
- Short reports

- Data analytics/medical Informatics
- Comparative effectiveness research
- Biology
- Basic science